
FAITH IS THE ESSENCE OF GOD 

RELEASED IN HUMAN EXPERIENCE  Keith Loy 

 

Faith is the Essence of God Released in human Experience to Accomplish the Effects which are 

consistent with the will & purposed of God . 

Essentially Faith is TRUSTING GOD no man. 

FAITH is Critical in our Christian Walk . 

FAITH is not trusting mans programs/religious activities/or Systems over CHRIST 

FAITH is believing the promises of God to Abraham through his "seed" Jesus. 

FAITH is a substance that can be transferred from the Spiritual to the Natural 

Its like "electrical Energy" the simply need a Conduit from which to flow YOU . 

The Creative Word of God becomes a Reality by using the "spiritual/energy/force/substance 

called Faith connected to the Natural world brings things into existence ie "Creates stuff" heals 

the sick, changes circumstances, creates a new business idea etc God is the God of CREATING 

THINGS including YOU. 

LOVE ? God is LOVE and if your born again resides in YOU so the Religious Corporate 

Churches "spruik" Love all the time but never demonstrate Love (because they have a religious 

spirit inside instead of Jesus = Love ). 

LOVE IS DEMONSTRATED FULL STOP. 

GOD/JESUS IS LOVE  

TALK TALK TALK does not demonstrate Love. 

HOPE if you are born again you have eternal Hope that you are saved.  

But the Corporate Religious church uses that (in many cases) to manipulate you into a form of 

religious Activity or programming (which supposedly is a replacement for true Faith ie more 

religious activity) 

And while I'm at it corporate church reduces HOPE to a 30 sec conversation.  

Which get me back to Rev 3 (read the whole chapter) the Sardis Rev 3 (1-13) the Dead Church 

Jesus give the following directives (corporate churches take note) 

1)Some have Kept the Faith 

2)you are a DEAD church spiritually 

(Plenty of entertainment/programs gloss) 

3)REPENT strengthen what remains  

4)the FAITHFUL will be honoured clothed in White 
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